Combinators are shown to provide a very suitable basis for implementations of functional and symbolic computation in computer architecture. A powerful combinator reduction system is developed which meets programmers and mac~ne requirements for (i) efficiency of representation and execution of symbolic algorithms, and (ii) availability of algebraic manipulation needed to analyse symbolic computations. An algebraic model is constructed to provide rigorous semantics for the system. The reduction language of the system aims at exposing efficient flows of data and fine-grain parallelism, and a computer architecture, which is proposed to run the system, utilizes both sequential and parallel processing modes in order to achieve maximum efficiency of symbolic computation. Finally, an implementation of the interpreter and functional simulator for the architecture is described.
Introduction
As a result of developments in the design of non von Neumann style of programming, in particular Backus' Functional Programming (FP) , and also in the refinement of novel hardware concepts such as control flow, data flow or reduction machines, programming languages for symbolic computatiomre no longer viewed only as part of the theoretical foundations of programming or as specification languages, but are also seen as practical tools for programmers.
However at present it still remains the case that most practical programming languages used for symbolic computation are only incomplete versions of various logics developed to deal with symbolic objects, e.g. LISP vs. lambda calculus (Eick & Feb_r, 1983) or FP vs. combinatory theory (Backus, 1978) . Various reasons for this situation will be discussed in the following paragraphs.
The well developed mathematical theory of lambda calculus provides powerful tools for symbolic execution of programs (McCarthy, 1960) . All lambda-defined functions are all computable functions and the simple axiom schemes ¢x and [3 give a notion of symbolic computation via reduction. However, the ~ and 13 reductions are inefficient when performed directly by a machine, because substitutions in the presence of bound variables used in these reductions are veryexpensive, and an efficient execution of a program is gained at the price of inconsistencies in semantics of a programming language (Eick & Fehr, 1983) . The problem of efficiency can be avoided by using combinators as a basis for a programming language while preserving the complete semantics of combinatory theory.
The recent development in combinatory theory (Engeler, 1977; Engeler 1984; Obtulowicz & Wiweger, 1981 ; see also Meyer, 1982) reveals how to use it as a theory of equations for a class of ordinary algebraic structures. In this approach algorithmic problems such as "find x such that F(x)" are reduced to combinatorial equations of the form: tl(X ) --t2(x), where t 1 and t2 are terms over an algebraic structure. To solve the problem F simply means to find an element a of the structure which satisfies the equation, i.e. tl(a)= t2(a). A number of ways for solving such combinatorial equations are well known, one of which is the lambda abstraction. Similarly, to solve the problem F by symbolic manipulation would mean firstly, describe a as a dosed term (a program), i.e. term with no free variables, secondly simplify it according to axioms of the algebraic structure.
A combinator based functional language such as Backus' FP supports "structured programming" (Backus, 1978) . It offers compactness of notation, as single combinators express highly complex operations on structured objects. The programs automatically possess algebraic properties of combinators which allow a programmer to reason about the programs at the function level rather then at the object level (Backus, 1981) and provide simple tools for program transformation and verification.
Furthermore, the combinatory approach appears to build a bridge between programmers and machine requirements for a language and a machine architecture for symbolic computation. Machines to model combinatory systems have uncomplicated structures and they run very efficiently as compared to lambda calculus machines, (Turner, 1979b; Hughes, 1982; Peyton-Jones, 1982; Jones & Muchnick, 1982; Stoye et al., 1984) . The absence of environment makes a combinatory code very attractive for implementation in data driven or data flow architectures, (Sleep 1980; Maurer & Oldehoeft, 1983 ; also Amamiya & Hasegawa, 1984) .
However the choice of combinators seems to be a difficult one. In his FP Backus (1978) uses very high level combinators (e.g. functionals such as apply-to-all, insert, and construction) and he restricts them to play only the role of program forming operators (PFO's). PFO's allow him to construct a simple tool for verification of FP programs: the FP Algebra of Programs. But in this way FP suffers in expressive power as general higher order functions, or new PFO's cannot be defined. Moreover, all functions and functionals of FP, except conditional, are assumed to be strict ("undefinedpreserving") in order to give a simple fixed point semantics for the language. However many functional computations are expressed more naturally by non-strict functions (Friedman & Wise, 1976) , the simplest example of which is the conditional (if-then-else statement). The FP algebra can be used to deal with recursive programs containing conditionals only if they are of a certain type: linear (Backus, 1978) and nonlinear "overruntolerant" (Williams, 1982) .
The limitations of FP can be remedied by embedding FP into some complete algebraic combinatory structure such as Bohm's combinatory monoid (Bohm, 1982) or a combinatory algebra (Gibert, 1983a) which uses the standard combinators of Combinatory Logic. Such combinatory structures preserve the algebraic nature of the functional language and provide a complete semantics for it. At the same time the standard combinators can be viewed as simple operators which "do nothing more than move data around", and therefore they provide for simple operational semantics and a possible machine architecture.
The standard combinators such as I, S, K, ]3, C and ¥ have been used for implementing functional programs by Turner (Turner, 1979b) . These combinators are attractive because of the simplicity of the abstraction algorithm, i.e. the transformation process from conventional functional expressions into "free-from-bound-variables" combinatory code. Turner has shown that the resulting code for a functional program generated using these combinators is excessively long, far removed from a source program and too inefficient for practical applications. Although he later improved the performance of the abstraction algorithm by using new combinators S',B', C' (Turner, 1979a) , the big gap between a combinatory code and a source program still remained, making the understanding of a computation process and debugging practically impossible because intermediate values during the computation could not be tracked down.
A solution may lie in providing a collection of combinators that closely correspond to a functional notation, so some intermediate "state" of evaluation would be easier to interpret. This approach has been taken by Hughes (1982) with his "super-combinators", which are dynamically defined generalized combinators (i.e. combinators defined during the elimination of bound variables from lambda expressions). Unfortunately, the loss of a fixed set of primitive combinators in Hughes' approach results in the costs of interpreting virtual instructions.
We have further developed Hughes' approach of using an unbounded number of combinators and put combinators into classes via combinatory schemata to obtain a limited base set of machine instructions. In (Gibert & Shepherd, 1983 ) the classes have been derived directly for Backus' FP from the equational specification of the language which has provided the basis for design of an elegant, algebraically structured FP compiler. In (Gibert, 1983) and (Gibert, 1984a ) the classes of eombinators have been generalized in order to serve as a basis for an efficient implementation of functional programming. An abstraction algorithm have been modified in such a way that it maps a potential for parallelism in functional programs into the combinatory code by abstracting more than one variable at a time (Abdali, 1976; Maurer & O1dehoeft, 1983; Gibert, 1983; Gibert, 1984a) . This paper demonstrates a new model for symbolic computation, based upon combinatory theory, which: (i) has an elementary algebraic construction that provides a natural environment for mechanical verification and analysis of programs, (ii) allows one to express programs in complete and compact forms which exhibits their control structures more clearly, therefore permitting algebraic manipulations and efficient parallel processing.
In particular, it is shown that a partial algebra of functions Jar, defined here to be our model, is a consistent extension of the combinatory algebra, and that it gives simple semantics for practical programming languages such as Backus' FP. It is argued that our language, Ja£, developed along with the Jaf algebra can be seen as a powerful combinatory reduction language which is intuitively accessible to programmers and can be implemented efficiently in a machine architecture, JAMachine (Gibert, 1984b) . The efficiency of the implementation is gained from such properties of Jal expressions as distributivity and freedom from bound variables. These properties simply mean that subexpressions of a Jal expression contain all necessary information to be evaluated separately in a parallel manner. The short description of the Jal language is illustrated by some examples of symbol manipulating programs.
The second section reviews the definition and basic properties of the Jar algebra of functions, of which a preliminary version was presented in (Gibert, 1983) .
The third section discusses programs defined by combinatorial equations between terms of Jaf, and shows that unique partial solutions of the equations can be found mechanically by algebraic manipulations. We prove that the Yaf algebra is essentially the extensional combinatory algebra. The fourth section presents the implementation of the Ja£ language on JAM(achine) and demonstrates the convenience of using it in developing a practical functional programming language by modelling Backus' FP in Jal in a very natural way. Finally an interpreter and functional simulator of JAM is described. JAM is designed to execute functional programs in a data flow fashion but it can retain sequential evaluation for programs, or parts of them, which are inherently sequential.
yafAlgebra of Functions
In this section we outline an approach to the interpretation of functional programs in combinatory algebras. We give an explicit algebraic construction of a model for functional programming in cartesian closed universes. A category-theoretic characterization of such models was given by Longo & Moggi (1984) and later by Curien (1986) .
We start with a construction of a partial algebra of functions Jar over a cartesian closed universe Ccu (Fun, Tup) , where Tup is a set of arbitrarily long and nested tuples of Ccu, and Fun is a set of functions of Ccu of arbitrary arity. We call tuples of length one that are not nested atomic. We regard some atomic tuples of Tup as denoting functions of Ccu and certain nonatomic tuples as denoting parameterizefhnctions. We call a set of all such tuples ®. Therefore let us define a pair of functions: NOTATION. (i) Because of the complexity of notation, we will often avoid the explicit use of functions gt and P by adopting the convention that italic font will indicate functions of Fun, i.e. f will denote g ( f ).
(ii) Let S{i,n} denote p( S{i,n} ), (f *{n} g) denote p( *{n}f,g ).
(iii) Let T, F e @ stand for S{1,2}, S[2,2} respectively, and I e @ stands for S{1,1}. T and F are often used in definitions by cases since ~(T)(al, az) = s{ x,2} (el, a2) = al, and similarly
The element T can also be used to define constant functions T a, i.e.
The element id represents the identity function but only on atoms of q:
The equality in Tup is the identity relation and the equality between the elements of F is determined by the following "extensionality" rule: fig~ Fun (EXT) ( V t e Tup, f(t) = g (t)) ~ f= g. (ii) We omit the index expression (1} after functions, e.g. * stands for *{1 }.
REMARK. Let P = ( I * I ). Jal is only a partial algebra since, for example, ( P : P ) is indeterminate:
P : P = ~(l:,)(P) = *I,I (P) = s{1,1}ff') : ( I: P ) = P : ( I: P)
=*I,I (I:P) =s[1,1}(I:P):(I:(I :P))
= s{1,1}(P): (I : (I:P))=P: (I: (I : P)) =...
The above definition of the Jal algebra was chosen as the simplest and most efficient one for an implementation in computer architecture (refer to section 4.4). A user, however, may wish to extend Jaf by adding new functions and establishing algebraic identities which can help deriving and proving properties of symbolic programs. Consider, for example, the following definitions of two functions, which we will find very useful in the following sections.
DEFINITION. Let T{n} denote S{1,n+l }. Then a "composition" operator e{n} can be defined as
Some of the algebraic properties of the class of composition operators can be expressed, for example, by the following equivalences in J.
PROPOSITION. For all f, g, h e ® and (a 1 ..... an) e A n,
(T, f) .{n} g = (T{n}, f) and (F, f) .{n} g = g,
PROOF. The proofs are straightforward verification and are omitted.
Combinatorial Equations in Jar
At the end of the previous section we have demonstrated how we can use the Jar algebra to directly define new functions from the primitive ones. In the following we discuss an alternative function construction mechanism in Jail recursion. Recursion can be used to write functional programs in the form of recursive definitions. We show that (partial) canonical solutions to a finite set of combinatorial equations are determined uniquely in Jafand can be found in a uniform way by simple abstraction algorithms based on the following completeness and fixed point results. If we postulate that all applicative algebraic functions are representable in a system then the system is called combinatory complete (a notion attributed to Curry (1930) ). COROLLARY. Jar is an extensional combinatory algebra (cf. Barendregt, 1981; Meyer, 1982) .
THEOREM (Combinatory Completeness
A combinatory algebra can be constructed explicitly in Jar because it is sufficient to isolate two different elements K and S of Jar such that for all a, b, c ~ A, (K : a) : b = a and ((S : a) : b) : c = (a : c) : ( b : c). The existence of elements K and S in an algebraic structure guarantees solutions to a finite set of combinatorial equations (Barendregt, 1981) , but the process of finding these solutions in terms of S and K is unacceptable from a computational point of view, because it leads to a combinatorial growth in the size of resulting variable free expressions (Turner, 1979a ; also Burton, 1983) . The above proof of the completeness theorem demonstrates a practical algorithm which performs abstraction on combinatory terms with respect to all specified variables in a single step. This is possible because of the given definition of the Jar algebra. The algorithm also retains information from functional terms within combinatory expressions that enables a parallel reduction of the expressions. Our algorithm is similar but more direct then the one presented by Abdali (1976) , and it yields compact and algebraically structured combinatory expressions.
A special case of a combinatorial equation is recursive definition. One can find the representation of a recursively defined function in Jar using fixed point functionals (Barendregt, 1981) . The proofs of the above theorem demonstrate a simple mechanical method for finding uniform representations (fixed points) of functions defined by mutually recursive definitions. This method is particularly suitable for implementations of symbolic computation because expressions which represent the fixed points are obtained by symbolic manipulations without using any auxiliary functions such as tupling (Barendregt, 1981) or environment (Williams, 1981) . They can be computed while recursive definitions are partially supplied, and the full representations are obtained when the last mutually recursive definition is given. Therefore, any of the mutually recursive functions can be used and evaluated independently of the others from its full fixed point representation in Jar.
DEFINITION. A recursive definition over Jar

COROLLARY. Recursive definitions over Jafhave (extensionally unique) solutions (fixed points) in Jaf which can be found uniformly.
The canonical fixed points correspond to least fixed points of a structure ordered by approximations (c.p.o.) (Barendregt, 1981) . Therefore, simple computational induction and algebraic manipulations can be combined to infer properties of recursively defined functions. Now, let us enrich Tup by numerals without worrying about the representation of a numeral system in Jar. The existence of a numeral system in Yafis guaranteed by combinatory completeness (Barendregt, 1981) and it can be constructed in a number of different ways (Bunder, 1981; van der Poel et al., 1980) . We simply add new elements called numerals, Numc Tup, and arithmetic functions, elements of Fun.
DEFINITION. Let numerals, Nurn~ Tup, be represented by distinct new elements n ~ Tup for n = 0,-1,1,-2,2 ..... Let ADD{i} (addition functions), SUB{i) (subtraction functions), EQU (the equality test function) be new elements of Fun defined for all (n 1 .... , ni) ~ 9~m i, i > 1, as follows:
EQU(nl, n2) = T if nl= n2, otherwise F
We can now define, using recursive definitions, and represent, using the fixed point operator ~ all computable functions in Jar (Kleene, 1936) .
Implementation of JAM
This section describes an interpreter and functional simulator of a combinator machine called JAMachine. JAM is based on Jar algebra defined in section 2 and it is an algebraically structured architecture (Thatcher et al., 1981) . It supports both serial and parallel processing for functional programs that manipulate symbolic streams. A functional program is first translated into a combinator code using our abstraction algorithms, section 3. Combinator code is further translated into a directed graph for execution on JAM. The execution of a graph takes place by communicating streams of graph pointers, which represent argument and result subexpressions, along graph arcs representing data dependencies between the combinators within the combinator code. The memory organization of JAM supports sharing of subgraphs through graph pointers, which in turn avoids re-evaluation of separate copies of common arguments. JAM executes functional programs in a data flow fashion but it applies sequential graph reduction for graphs, or subgraphs, which are inherently sequential. This makes JAM a useful cross between a data flow machine and graph reduction machine (Treleaven, 1984) for the purpose of efficient symbolic computation.
PROGRAMMING ON JAM
JAM is programmed using a reduction language called Yaf, which is founded on functional expressions that are formed using recursive definitions or recurrence relations (viewed as simple iterations) over the domain of arbitrarily long tuples (viewed as streams).
The expressions are interpreted in the cartesian closed universe
Ccu (T~p, Fun) . where Func_name_expression is a JaC expression which starts with the name of a function or an object, and than may be followed by variables. All . Because the Jallanguage has an associated partial algebra of functions Jafit is possible to model a partial equivalence predicate in JaL The partial equivalence function EQV applied to two functions results: T if the functions can be proved equivalent in Jar, F if they can be disproved equivalent in Jail and it is indeterminate otherwise.
The undefined value can be simply represented in Jar by the element UV = (Y, T). The element UV has a dual purpose, for it represents the undefined value as well as the everywhere-undefined function U~ because
UV(a) = YT (a) = S{1,2}( (Y, T), a) = (Y, T) = UV.
A strict function f, i.e. f (UV) = UV, can now be expressed in Jaf using EQV function which tests an argument to be UV. For example, a strict version of fixed point functional % denoted 9~/V, can be expressed in Jafas
YUV = (T, (EQV, UV)) *{2] V *{2] UV;
A function can also be defined strict by the strict definition in .qaf:
This concludes this short introduction to the .Tar language. Section 4.4 describes fla£ and JAM in more details. We end this section by demonstrating how to define recursive lists in .7af which we will extend in the next section to the complete embedding of Backus' FP into JM, see Figure 1 and 2.
We define an indexed class of pairing operators (Church, 1941) ^{n} in the following way (Gibert, 1983b One can use these pairing operators to inductively define finite lists and r.e. infinite lists. For example, if (1 ^ (2 ^ (3 A UV))) is an object that represents the list of three numbers "<1,2,3>" (UV represents the empty list) then the list manipulating functions head and tail (Hd, T1 in Figure 1 ) can be constructed using the function swap defined as follows: i.e. List{3} : (a, b, c) = (1 ^ (2 ^ (3 ^ UV))).
FUNCTIONAL PROORAMMING ON JAM
The universality and the expressive power of the ,qaf language guarantees that one can run efficiently any "high level" functional programming system based on lambda calculus on JAM. This will be exemplified by the following simple embedding of Backus' FP (Backus, 1978) into flaf. The embedding of FP into .qaf preserves the algebraic structure of FP and at the same time it allows us to extend FP by (i) permitting programs to manipulate infinite sequences (this may make some applications easier to program), (ii) including infinite expansions for recursively defined functions into the algebra of programs.
Firstly consider the data structures of FP. A set Ob of objects is built recursively from atoms, At, _k (the undefined object) and objects by the nary list constructor, '< ... >', i.e. from the proposition in section 2. that the following two important distributivity laws of Backus' Algebra of Programs (Backus, 1978) are preserved in Jar:
Ob=At~
It is a straightforward procedure to verify that the whole of Backus' Algebra of Programs is preserved in Jail In fact we have carried out most of the proofs with the assistance of JAM (Gibert, 1984b) . The algebraic roots of Yal allow Jaf to be used as the meta-level to prove properties of Ja/programs. The EQV function, which is used to model the equality predicate of FP, adds extra power to FP since it uses Jar to verify program equivalences.
Now we demonstrate how to extend the laws of Backus' Algebra of Programs involving a conditional functional to include infinite conditional expansions (Williams, 1982) :
where H is a functional in Jar such that for all h H((Pi * qi) * h) = (Pi+l * qi+l) * (H(h) ).
For example, one of the laws noted above can be rewritten as follows: 
= ((13 • h) * (q ° h)) * (H(Y, T • ((T, p * q) * {2} (T ° H))) * {2} (T, h))
= (Y,T,((T,p*q)*{2}T,H))*{2} (T,h)).
IMPLEMENTATION OF JAM
JAM(achine) is principally a combinatory graph reduction machine. Jal expressions are translated into "free-from-bound-variables" (pure)
combinatory code through an implementation of our abstraction algorithms described in section 3. Ordinary variables are abstracted using the combinatory completeness result, and simple recursive and mutually recursive variables are abstracted using the fixed point results. The execution of the code takes place through a sequence of graph reductions that transform the Jal expressions into their meaning (the elements of Ccu(Fun, Tup)),
I. EVALUATION MODES
The standard evaluation mode for a Jal expression is lazy (or normal order), i.e. evaluation of an expression is leftmost in respect to the application operation, and evaluation of a subexpression is delayed until it becomes the leftmost. The leftmost component of an expression determines the reduction rule or the definition simplification to be applied. All required arguments are consumed and a new expression which represents the result of applying the particular rule or simplification is substituted in the place of the old expression. If no reduction or simplification can be applied the lazy evaluation terminates.
However, the value of a non-leftmost subexpression may be required by JAM either during the execution of a program (e.g. by a primitive arithmetic function) or after the execution terminates (for example, to print a result). In the first case, the normal order evaluation of an expression is postponed while the argument subexpressions are executed. If the results of the evaluation of subexpressions are of the required type (e.g. a number) then the execution proceeds, otherwise the execution terminates. This type of evaluation is called eager (or innermost order) and is known to be not safe semantically when used exclusively (Eick & Fehr, 1983) . However, if we restrict eager evaluation to the following two cases, we are able to preserve the simple algebraic model and maintain efficiency of execution of functional programs: (1) the execution of strict functions, e.g. arithmetic or relational functions, (2) the execution of the pipe-apply operator.
The pipe-apply operator "%" is a functional (module) composition operation naturally supported by the architecture of/AM which is brought to the language level to allow a functional program to be built out of simple combinations of interconnecting subprograms, cf. 
. an))'
In other words, the pipe-apply operator applies a function f2 to a tuple (a 1 ..... a n) and at the same time routes the output of f2 to the input of fl" In particular, if f2 denotes a functional object (e.g. Fib_number in section 4.1) then the pipe-apply operator computes f2 before it is applied to fl. I>  I>  2>  3>  3>  3>   3>   3>  4>  5>  5>  5>  5>  5>  5>  5>  6>  7>  8>  8>  8> 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 ) 9> ^D End of session. An inductive equivalence is proved in two separate stages: the base stage and the induction stage. In the base stage the index variables of a proof are assumed to have the value 1 on both sides of the equivalence and the proof proceeds as described before. In the induction stage, the induction hypothesis is assumed as one of equivalences, and the index variable of a proof is substituted by its successor on both sides of the equivalence. Formal indices are changed after the first reduction to inductive formal indices which cannot be further used in the execution. For example, consider the induction proof in Figure 4 . When JAM attempts to reduce A{i+l}, the simplification by definition is applied once and it results in A{i}. However, now the index {i} is an inductive formal index, the execution terminates without going into an infinite loop, and the proof proceeds as described before.
CODE GENERATION
The .qM combinatory code representing a functional program can be executed on a sequential reduction machine such as the GMD machine (Berkling, 1975) or it can be further translated to low level code capable of running on other reduction architectures, e.g. SKIM (Clarke at. el., 1980) or NORMA SASL (Turner, 1981) .
For execution on JAM, a flat" expression is translated into a directed graph composed of two types of nodes. The first type of node is called function node and it represents a primitive or defined Jag function, see Figure 5 . The second type of node is a subexp node for representing Jagsubexpressions. (1) a function or subexpression graph binding which points to the graph containing the body of the corresponding function or subexpression, (2) an index binding which points to the global definition table entry for a function or subexpression, where actual indices and other local data are kept. Arcs correspond to application operations through which arguments and results are passed between functions. Therefore a graph node corresponding to a .qaE function has a single arc which delivers an argument graph pointer or an argument stream, and a single arc for the result graph pointer or the result stream, Figure 5 . However, there may be more than one input or output port to a node. Nodes for functions with parameters possess a single value input port for each parameter and a multiple value input port for other arguments. Ports for a node are ordered from "left to right". Arguments are gathered and assigned to parameter ports in the order of arrival on the input arc. A node can start consuming other arguments only after all parameter ports are filled. The order of results on the output arc is determined by the order of the output ports.
The ARGS definition of Jag specifies the number of parameters (arity) for a function, which in turn specifies the number of ports to be used in the corresponding function node. For example, an indexed class of yagfunctions, f{n} (n=I,2 .... ), with the following ARGS definition ARGS f{n} = n; corresponds to the node templets with n-1 parameter ports plus one argument port. This feature gives a very fine control over the running of JAM, because it makes possible to condition the execution of function on availability of all parameters, cf. A graph which is produced from this definition is shown in Figure 6 . All nodes are marked redex, and with the index n being a positive integer, e.g. Fib { 5}, this is a pure data flow graph.
EXECUTION
The execution of a .qa£expression on JAM is a combination of data flow and reduction, cf. (Treleaven, 1984) . That is, the flow of data itself does not transfer control from one function node to another, as is the case in standard data flow (Some nodes, e.g. functions such as Fib_number[n} defined in section 4.1, might not have input or output arcs). Instead an independent control transfer takes place according to a gIobal definition table. Availability of data arguments in a function node is not in itself sufficient to initiate execution of this node and the function needs to be marked redex in the global definition table entry for this function for the execution to proceed. Therefore, JAM treats a graph as the specification of the partial ordering of reduction sequences.
Function nodes or subexpression graphs marked in the global definition table as redexes are executed, the intermediate results are stored as pointers to new nodes or graphs, or as data values or index values in the global definition table. The execution of functions and subexpressions, and the change to corresponding indices from formal to actual in functions and subexpressions is delayed until the corresponding nodes are required to produce values. This technique results in considerable space and time improvements over pure data flow as it permits the immediate distribution of arguments to any destination in the graph, and at practically no cost since most reductions of ya[ expressions are simply link manipulations. Consider, for example, the "composition" operator "-" which has been defined in section 2. The reduction of the y~expression ( f • g ) : x is as follows
Execution of the "*" operator in the first step creates a pointer node x' which points to the value of the data argument x. Then the reduction of the T combinator in the second step destroys the link x'. Therefore the whole reduction (steps 1 to 3) does not incur any overhead of coping, transmitting and possibly re-evaluated of x unnecessarily.
PERFORMANCE
We have made a prototype implementation of JAM interpreter and functional simulator in the C language under the UNIX 4.2BSD operating system on VAX 11/780 at the University of Melbourne (Oibert, 1984b) . The interpreter runs as a single system process but uses a fixed number of child subprocesses and pipelines with which it emulates parallel execution.
The preliminary performance analysis of JAM interpreter has been very encouraging. We have run a number of simple benchmarks to compare the time taken by our interpreter (total elapsed time under a light system load) to execute simple functional programs, e.g. Fibonacci function, with the time taken to execute the same programs by a conventional LISP interpreter (Foderaro at. el., 1983) . We considered only the execution time, as the translation time in our system is negligible compared to the time taken to perform evaluations. In all cases our interpreter, using only four subprocesses, was more than one order of magnitude faster than the LISP interpreter. Since our interpreter used very simple data structures and used the standard system-supplied process and memory management package which forms a bottleneck in the interpreter (up to 65% of the processing time was spent on process and memory management), it compares even more favorably with the LISP interpreter which utilizes sophisticated memory management facilities. However, it remains to be seen what performance can be achieved for larger programs as we would need to implement a complete compiler for tlae figures to be meaningful.
Conclusions
In this paper we aimed to construct an optimal algebraic system, which would have the power to accommodate any functional programming language inspired by the lambda calculus approach to the treatment of computable functions, and which could be used as a basis for an efficient machine architecture to implement symbolic computation.
JAM(achine) is designed in accordance with the algebraic construction of our combinatory system, the Jar algebra. This avoids an additional metalevel needed for proving properties of programs and allows JAM to assist a programmer in carrying out proofs and program transformations. The combinators provide for machine instructions of a possible architecture but, at the same time, they are easily accessible to programmers. One issue that has not been covered in the paper is that of finer-grain parallelism. The combinator code of a Jar expression already possesses properties which make it possible to use very fine-grained parallelism in execution of functional programs, i.e. distributivity and freedom from bound variables, but there are at least three ways to further enhance inherent concurrency of the combinatory code. Firstly, it is possible to reduce all argument subexpressions in parallel, which could be considered as separate processes, after the analysis of argument dependencies between combinators in the code. For example, arithmetic (strict) operations already demand the evaluation of their arguments in parallel. Secondly, our graph, which represents the structure of a program, can be easily spread across many parallel processors similarly to data flow approach. Lastly, explicit parallel control operators such as fork could be introduced to the Ja[ language. It is an interesting question as to which of these methods would best lead to the highest degree of concurrency in functional/symbolic computation. Some work in this direction has already been started (Hudak & Goldberg, 1985; Halstead, 1985; Burton, 1984; Maurer & Oldehoeft, 1983; Maurer & Oberhauser, 1985) and parallel machines have been built (Mago, 1982; Kluge, 1983; Buchberger, 1984) , but so far there is no parallel reduction machine that uses combinators to implement symbolic computations.
Work is currently in progress aimed at emulating a fine-grained parallel JAM on a data flow computer. Furthermore, recent developments in the hardware of data flow and parallel reduction machines are making a practical hardware implementation of a combinator based symbolic computation system such as ours feasible and very appealing.
